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Abstract—Recent years have seen a surge of interest in using
IoT systems for an increasingly diverse set of applications, with
use cases ranging from medicine to mining. Due to the disparate
needs of these applications, vendors are adopting a growing
number of messaging protocols, encodings and semantics, which
result in poor interoperability unless systems are explicitly
designed to work together. Key efforts, such as Industry 4.0,
put heavy emphasis on being able to compose arbitrary IoT
systems to create emergent applications, which makes mitigating
this barrier to interoperability a significant objective. In this
paper, we present a theoretical method for translating message
payloads in transit between endpoints, complementing previous
work on protocol translation. The method involves representing
and analyzing encoding syntaxes with the aim of identifying
the concrete translations that can be performed without risk
of syntactic data loss. While the method does not facilitate
translation between all possible encodings or semantics, we
believe that it could be extended to enable such translation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Improved IoT device interoperability has become an increasingly important ambition during the last few decades,
motivating research within both industry and academia. For
instance, the upcoming Industrial IoT (IIoT) paradigm, including efforts such as Industry 4.0 [1], put heavy emphasis
on making IoT devices work together to create emergent
applications [2] [3]. Factory plant owners are expected to
be able to buy sensors, actuators, vehicles and other machinery that can work together with little integration effort.
Consequently, finding a means to dynamically facilitate device
interoperability becomes a paramount objective. We contribute
to this effort by presenting a theoretical method for translating
message payloads in transit between interacting endpoints,
fitting into systems such as the one depicted in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1: A conceptual translation system producing a transient
service for protocol and payload translation at runtime, which
allows two otherwise incompatible systems to communicate.

A significant ambition of this work is to provide message payload translation capabilities to systems such as the
Arrowhead Framework [4], a SOA-based IoT framework
that supports the creation of scalable cloud-based automation
systems. This kind of framework facilitates device service
discovery and orchestration at runtime,without any need for
human intervention. A would-be Arrowhead translator service
could be thought of as an intermediary situated between two
communicating systems, as is shown in Figure 1. As work
has already been done on creating a multiprotocol translation
system [5] for Arrowhead, the translation method we describe
in this paper could be thought of as a complement to existing
systems only supporting protocol translation.
At the time of writing, the list of message encodings in
common use includes XML [6], ASN.1 [7], JSON [8], CBOR
[9], Protocol Buffers [10] and many others. The length of
this list could be attributed to the diversification of connected
computing devices observed during the last few decades. As
dimensions and costs of computers have been decreasing, new
paradigms—such as the Internet of Things (IoT), Big Data
and Machine Learning—have spurred the development of a
growing variety of computing hardware, ranging from lowpower wearable gadgets to quantum computers. Even though
the use of many encodings may be important for optimizing
the utility of these devices, it may become a stumbling block
when the need to interoperate arises.
Previous interoperability efforts of relevance include (1)
protocol translation [5], [11], [12], (2) encoding libraries
supporting multiple concrete encodings [13], [14], [15] and
(3) ontological translation [16], [17], [18]). For instance,
Derhamy et al. present a multiprotocol translator useful within
the Arrowhead IoT framework in [5]. Other protocol-related
solutions include translation agents, protocol gateways [19]
and adapters [20]. These efforts are not, however, concerned
with message payloads, only with message protocols. Additionally, while there are several software libraries that can
translate message payloads between encodings, none of these
formally prove their translations to be lossless, which is an
important focus of this work. Libraries of this kind include
Jackson [14], Serde [13], Json.NET [15] and many others.
Finally, ontological translation is concerned exclusively with
message encodings describing effective arrays of triples, while
our model can work with any kind of encoding.

In this paper, we present a theoretical method for translating
encoding syntaxes. The method is useful for formulating intersection encodings that allow for encoded messages to be translated between multiple encodings with intersecting syntaxes
without risk of syntactic information loss. In particular, the
method is described in terms of representations and validation
functions, differing from traditional encoding specifications in
that they are concerned with abstract structures and elements
instead of strings of bits.

fa,b : ca 7→ {cb , }

(1)

A translator fa,b can operate at any of the levels depicted in
Figure 2, each providing different knowledge about the string
being translated. A syntactic translator fΣa,b knows only of
a syntax tree Va constructed from its input string ca , as well
as the specifications of its source and target encodings a and
b. Facts not recorded in Va , such as knowledge of certain
structures being equivalent, canceling each other out or having
insignificant ordering, cannot be acted upon. Specifically,
fΣa,b converts Va it constructed from ca into an equivalent
form Vb in the syntax of the target encoding b, and then
encodes Vb into string cb as shown in Figure 3.

II. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
The purpose of this work is to provide a rigorous approach
to reasoning about and preventing information loss during
syntactic encoding-to-encoding translation. However, before
presenting such an approach, we first provide our definitions
of encoding, translation and lossless translation and describe
when a translation is not lossless.
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For translation from syntax tree Va into syntax tree Vb to
be considered syntactically lossless, Va and Vb must express
the same structural information. This requirement means that
if Va holds an array of three integers, then Vb must also
contain an array of the same three integers, even though Va
and Vb being formulated with different encoding type systems.
Specifically, a syntactic translation from Va to Vb using fΣa,b
is syntactically lossless only if there exists a translator fΣb,a
such that
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In the rest of this paper, we assume that syntactic translation
from string ca to string cb can be performed if a syntax tree Va
can be converted into another tree Vb expressed with the syntax
of the desired target encoding. As we are only concerned with
syntactic translation, none of the other kinds are given any
further treatment.
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Fig. 3: Syntactic translation is the process of decoding a string,
converting its syntax tree, and encoding the converted tree.
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We define encoding as a set of rules followed to convert
interpreted messages to and from binary strings. To convert
such a message into a string, or to encode it, one is required
to (1) construct a syntax tree representing the original message,
(2) convert the syntax tree into a string of lexemes, and then,
finally, (3) turn the lexemes into a binary string.1 The result can
then be decoded back into the original message by following
the same steps in reverse order as depicted in Figure 2.

{"name":"Alice","age":37}

Fig. 2: Interpretational levels of a JSON message. At the
syntactic level, the types and values of the individual parts of
the message can be identified, but their context is unknown.

fΣb,a (fΣa,b (Va )) = Va

(2)

In other words, if the original syntax tree can be recovered
from the translated tree, all original data exist in the translated
tree, and translation is lossless.
Note that syntax trees rather than strings are being compared. The input ca and output c0a of a lossless translation
could differ even if their syntax trees are identical. Many
encodings allow for the same syntactic structures to be encoded in multiple ways, such as numbers being allowed to
have multiple bases (decimal, hexadecimal, etc.) or text strings
being allowed to have particular characters escaped in several
ways. Comparisons must be considered as being made between
abstract objects, such as numbers, lists or texts, rather than
concrete binary strings.

B. Message Translation
Message translation is the process of transforming one
encoded message into another with a different encoding,
preserving some level of meaning associated with the original message. A translator could be described as a function
accepting a string ca adhering to encoding a and returning
either string cb encoded with b or an error , such as
1 We use the term syntax tree exclusively for referring to abstract syntax
trees. Concrete syntax trees, or parse trees, are not strictly necessary for either
encoding or decoding; hence we do not consider them here.
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1) Branch Nodes: A B RANCH node V holds a type name
t and a sequence of child nodes S ∈ S, as follows:

D. Syntactically Lossy Message Translation
What would cause a translation to be syntactically lossy?
An encoding could be thought of a set of data structures
useful for expressing arbitrary messages. When translating
between two encodings, a translator is required to express
the data of the original message using the data structures of
the target encoding. During translation, information may be
omitted or changed, so that the original message can no longer
be reconstructed. Consider the example in Figure 4, in which
a binary string is converted from XML to JSON and back.

XML

JSON

V = ht : S = [V0 , V1 , ..., V|S| ]i

S is the set of all possible child node sequences, while |S|
is the number of child nodes in S. Above, t names a syntax
type definition Ti that identifies a relevant subset of S ⊂ X.
Various data structures serving to group values together, such
as arrays, tuples, sets, dictionaries, classes, etc., are suitably
represented by B RANCHES. We consider all sequences to
be fundamentally ordered and view the property of being
unordered as superimposed at the level of semantics.
2) Leaf Nodes: Every L EAF node V contains a type name
t and an element e ∈ E as follows:

XML

Fig. 4: XML [6] string translated to JSON [8] and back to
XML, resulting in syntactic information loss.

V = ht : ei

(5)

E is the set of all objects not considered to be collections
of other objects. Above, t names a syntax type definition Ti
that identifies a relevant subset of E ⊂ X. Such a subset could
include all numbers within a specific range or all strings of
bytes conforming to a certain text encoding. What concrete
members E contains is subject to interpretation, but useful
definitions could include null, true, false, all other
enumerators, all numbers and all binary strings.
3) Example: The syntactic level of the JSON [8] object in
Figure 2 could be written with our tuple notation as

The XML messages in Figure 4 are syntactically different
and, therefore, do not satisfy the lossless property defined
in Section II-C. The first message uses attributes, while the
second uses child nodes. Additionally, the second message no
longer has the original name of its root element. XML provides
no type equivalent to a JSON object, which in this case
resulted in lossy syntax transformations. A lossless translation
between XML and JSON would have required a rigorous
syntax transformation scheme, or syntax simulation, described
further in Section IV.

hObject: [

III. R EPRESENTATION , VALIDATION AND M IGRATION
Having established the notion of a syntactic encodingto-encoding translation, we now proceed to define syntax
trees, syntaxes and intersection syntaxes and discuss how
the latter can guarantee lossless translation. In particular, we
are interested in the representations of these entities and in
knowing when a given representation is valid. Our definitions
are presented using common constructs of first-order logic.2

hPair: [hString: ”name”i, hString: ”Alice”i]i,

(6)

hPair: [hString: ”age”i, hNumber: 37i]i ]i

Leafs Branches

The message is also shown in Figure 5 that makes the
difference between B RANCH and L EAF nodes more apparent.

A. Syntax Trees
We consider a syntax tree to be a directed acyclic graph
constructed from nodes. Given a syntax type name t and a
syntax value x, we define a node V as a tuple:
V = ht : xi

(4)
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Fig. 5: The B RANCHES and L EAVES of a JSON [8] syntax
tree. B RANCHES refer to other nodes while L EAVES hold
elements.

(3)

The type name t is a reference to a certain syntax type
definition Ti that describes the set of objects that are allowed
to occupy the syntax value x ∈ X. There are two varieties of
syntax values: sequences and elements. If a syntax value is a
sequence of child nodes, its node is considered a B RANCH,
while if it is an element, its node is considered a L EAF.

B. Syntaxes
For a syntax tree to be valid, it must conform to the structure
imposed by an encoding syntax. Such validity is typically
guaranteed during source string decoding via a set of parse
rules that effectively limit the set of acceptable lexemes to
only those resulting in valid tree nodes. However, syntactic
translation entails converting a syntax tree into another such
tree, and the new tree may not be guaranteed to be valid. This
possibility necessitates the formulation of rules able to verify
syntax trees directly. Consequently, we define a syntax Σj as

2 See [21] for an introduction. Note that we allow for any lowercase letter to
denote a variable, use one capital letter to denote a set or another collection,
use P (x) to denote a predicate P with a single term x, use P (x, y) to
denote a predicate with two terms x and y, use ∧ instead of & to signify
conjunction (AND), use ⊕ as exclusive disjunction (XOR) connective, use ∃!
as the uniqueness quantifier and, finally, consider the implication θ → ψ to
be equivalent to ψ ⇐= θ.
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TABLE I: Naive JSON syntax.

a collection of such rules, here named syntax type definitions
T = {T0 , T1 , ..., T|T | }, and a root set R as follows:
Σj = hT, Ri

Syntax Type Definitions (T )
B RANCHES
Object(ht : Si) ⇐= (t = Object) ∧ (∀Vi ∈ S)(P air(Vi ))
P air(ht : Si)
⇐= (t = Pair) ∧ (S = [V0 , V1 ]) ∧ String(V0 ) ∧ v(V1 )
Array(ht : Si) ⇐= (t = Array) ∧ (∀Vi ∈ S)(v(Vi ))

(7)

Each syntax type definition Ti ∈ T describes one type of
syntax tree node permitted by one particular encoding, while
the root set R identifies the types of nodes that are allowed to
be at the root of a complete syntax tree.
1) Syntax Type Definitions: A syntax-type definition Ti ∈
T is a predicate, accepting a syntax tree node V as its only
term. Ti must not be satisfied unless the type name t ∈ V
equals a type name ti associated only with Ti . Consequently,
every Ti must be defined in general as
Ti (V ) ⇐= (V = ht : xi) ∧ (t = ti ) ∧ p(x)
{z
} | {z } |{z}
|
1

2

L EAFS
N umber(ht : ei) ⇐= (t = Number) ∧ (e ∈ F ∧ e 6∈ {+∞, −∞, NaN})
String(ht : ei) ⇐= (t = String) ∧ (e ∈ UTF-8)
T rue(ht : ei)
⇐= (t = True) ∧ (e = true)
F alse(ht : ei)
⇐= (t = False) ∧ (e = false)
N ull(ht : ei)
⇐= (t = Null) ∧ (e = null)
Auxiliary Function
v(V )
= Object(V ) ⊕ Array(V ) ⊕ N umber(V ) ⊕
String(V ) ⊕ T rue(V ) ⊕ F alse(V ) ⊕ N ull(V )
Root Set (R)
{Object, Array}

(8)
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F is the set of all IEEE 754-2008 [22] binary64 floating-point numbers,
while UTF-8 is the set of all UTF-8 compliant byte strings. Note that
u(V ) does not mention P air since nodes of that type may only occur
inside Objects.

Ti (V ) is satisfied only if three conditions are fulfilled: (1)
the tested term is a syntax value V = ht : xi, (2) the syntaxtype name t ∈ V is equal to ti , which is the name of Ti , and
(3) an arbitrary function p(x) yields true when provided with
the syntax value x ∈ V . To make syntax-type definitions less
verbose, the following form is also used:
Ti (ht : xi) ⇐= (t = ti ) ∧ p(x)

C. Intersection Syntaxes and Syntax Tree Migration
When comparing any two syntaxes, one may discover that
some of their types are similar. Both may define syntax types
for numbers, text strings, arrays, maps, etc. Deciding on a list
of associations between the types of encoding syntaxes, one
might be able to identify syntax trees that would be considered
valid by either syntax, i.e., the type name of every node in a
tree could be replaced with the name of its corresponding type.
We regard such a set of syntaxes with explicit type associations
as an intersection syntax and refer to the process of changing
the type names of a syntax tree as syntax migration.
If C = {C0 , C1 , ..., C|Σ| } is a set of syntax type intersections and Σ = {Σ0 , Σ1 , ..., Σ|Σ| } is a set of concrete syntaxes,
we formally define an intersection syntax Σ̂ as follows:

(9)

For instance, the syntax-type definition for a Boolean L EAF
type could be specified as follows:
Boolean(ht : ei) ⇐= (t = Boolean) ∧ (e ∈ {1, 0})

(10)

The syntax node V = hBoolean : 1i would satisfy the
Boolean(V ) predicate, while the nodes hBoolean : truei and
hBinary : 0i would not.
2) Syntax Tree Validation: We are now able to represent a
syntax as a tuple Σj = hT, Ri and are able to determine if
any individual syntax tree node is valid. To determine if the
entire syntax tree is valid, however, we must examine both the
validity of its root node and whether its syntax type is allowed
at the root of the tree. For this reason, we define the predicate
V alidΣj (V, Σj ), satisfied as follows:
1

∧ (t ∈ R) ∧ (∃!Ti ∈ T )(Ti (V ))
| {z } |
{z
}

(12)

1) Syntax Type Intersections: Each Ci = {T0 , T1 , ..., T|Σ| }
is a set of associated syntax type definitions, where exactly one
Tk is taken from each associated syntax Σj ∈ Σ.3 We refer
to every such association Ci as a syntax type intersection and
consider each an effective syntax-type definition, describing
the intersection of the sets of syntax values every Tk ∈ Ci
deems valid. Consequently, each Ci can be used to validate a
syntax node V as follows:

2

z
}|
{ z
}|
{
V alidΣj (V, Σj ) ⇐= (V = ht : xi) ∧ (Σj = hT, Ri)
3

Σ̂ = hC, Σi

(11)

4

In other words, if (1) V is a syntax tree node, (2) Σj is a
syntax, (3) the syntax type name t ∈ V exists in the syntax root
set R, and (4) there exists exactly one syntax type definition
Ti ∈ T ∈ Σj satisfied by V , then V describes a valid syntax
tree according to Σj .
3) Example: We have now provided a sufficient number
of definitions to formulate a complete syntax. An example of
a naive syntax is given for the JSON [8] encoding in Table
I. A sample JSON syntax tree has already been presented in
Equation 6.

1

z
}|
{
V alidCi (V, Ci ) ⇐= (V = ht : xi) ∧
(∃!Tk ∈ Ci )(t = tk ) ∧ (∀Tk ∈ Ci )(Tk (htk , xi))
|
{z
} |
{z
}
2

(13)

3

3 We do not provide any algorithmic means of determining correct or
optimal sets of Ci in this paper, even though it could be a relevant topic
for future research.
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V alidCi (V, Ci ) is satisfied by three conditions: (1) the
tested term is a syntax value V = ht : xi, (2) the syntax type
name t ∈ V is identical to the name of exactly one associated
type definition Tk ∈ Ci , and (3) x ∈ V together with the type
name tk of each Tk ∈ Ci satisfies every associated predicate
Tk (V ). In other words, if a syntax node V names one syntaxtype definition in Ci and satisfies all such predicates in Ci ,
V alidCi (V, Ci ) is also satisfied.
2) Syntax Tree Validation: Ensuring that the entire syntax
tree V is valid according to a certain intersection syntax Σ̂
requires both that every syntax tree node be valid as asserted
by V alidCi (V, Ci ) and that the root node of that tree be valid
in every concrete syntax Σj ∈ Σ ∈ Σ̂, as follows:

Table II outlines the CBORS syntax, while Table III shows
a JSON/CBORS intersection syntax.
TABLE II: Naive CBOR Subset (CBORS) syntax.
Syntax Type Definitions (T )
B RANCHES
M ap(ht : Si)
⇐= (t = Map) ∧ (∀Vi ∈ S)(P air(Vi ))
P air(ht : Si)
⇐= (t = Pair) ∧ (S = [V0 , V1 ]) ∧ d(V0 ) ∧ d(V1 )
Array(ht : Si)
⇐= (t = Array) ∧ (∀Vi ∈ S)(d(Vi ))
L EAFS
Integer(ht : ei)
⇐= (t = Integer) ∧ (e ∈ Z ∧ −264 < e < 264 )
ByteString(ht : ei) ⇐= (t = ByteString) ∧ (e ∈ STRING)
T extString(ht : ei) ⇐= (t = TextString) ∧ (e ∈ UTF-8)
T rue(ht : ei)
⇐= (t = True) ∧ (e = true)
F alse(ht : ei)
⇐= (t = False) ∧ (e = false)
N ull(ht : ei)
⇐= (t = Null) ∧ (e = null)

1

}|
{
z
V alidΣ̂ (V, Σ̂) ⇐= (Σ̂ = hC, Σi) ∧
(∃!Ci ∈ C)(V alidRoot(Ci , Σ) ∧ V alidCi (V, Ci ))
|
{z
}

Auxiliary Function
d(V )

(14)

2

V alidRoot(Ci , Σ) ⇐=

= M ap(V ) ⊕ Array(V ) ⊕ Integer(V ) ⊕
ByteString(V ) ⊕ T extString(V ) ⊕
T rue(V ) ⊕ F alse(V ) ⊕ N ull(V )

Root Set (R)
{Map, Array, Integer, ByteString, TextString, True, False, Null}

(∀Tk ∈ Ci )((∃!hT, Ri ∈ Σ)(tk ∈ R))

STRING is the set of all possible byte strings. Note that d(V ) does not
mention P air since nodes of that type may only occur inside M aps.

In other words, if (1) Σ̂ is an intersection syntax hC, Σi and
(2) there exists exactly one syntax-type intersection Ci ∈ C
where (a) every concrete type definition Tk ∈ Ci is a valid
root type and (b) V alidCi (V, Ci ) is satisfied, then V describes
a valid syntax tree according to Σ̂. If an intersection syntax
is able to successfully validate at least one syntax tree V , we
refer to its encodings as being at least partially equivalent.
3) Syntax Migration: In Section II-B, we claimed that if a
syntax tree could be converted into another such with another
encoding syntax, syntactic translation could be performed. We
have just defined V alidΣ̂ that can be used to determine if a
syntax tree would be considered valid by a different syntax if
only its type names were changed, or migrated, to those of a
related syntax. This definition means that if an intersection
syntax Σ̂ can be formulated and a syntax tree V satisfies
V alidΣ̂ , V can be translated to any other encoding in Σ̂.
More formally, given two syntaxes {Σa , Σb } ⊂ Σ ∈ Σ̂
and a syntax tree Va of Σa satisfying V alidΣ̂ (Va , Σ̂), syntax
migration is the process of replacing every type name t of
every node in Va with its corresponding type of Σb , resulting
in Vb . The correspondence between types in Σa and Σb is
established by the syntax-type intersections C ∈ Σ̂.
4) Example: We have again reached the point where we
can formulate a concrete example based on the presented
theory. As an intersection syntax requires at least two concrete
syntaxes, we provide a naive CBOR [9] subset (CBORS).
CBOR is used due to being similar to JSON.4 Disregarding
the names of CBOR’s and JSON’s syntax types, they differ
only in JSON requiring the first P air element to be a String,
in not being able to express the same numbers, and in only
CBOR having a dedicated type for arbitrary byte strings.

TABLE III: JSON/CBORS intersection syntax.
Syntax Type Intersections (C)
ΣJSON
ΣCBORS
Object
↔ M ap
P air
↔ P air
Array
↔ Array
N umber
↔ Integer
6↔ ByteString
String
↔ T extString
T rue
↔ T rue
F alse
↔ F alse
N ull
↔ N ull
Associated Syntaxes (Σ)
{ΣJSON , ΣCBOR }
↔ denotes syntax type correspondence, while 6↔ signifies a syntax type
not having a corresponding type.

Consider the JSON syntax tree in Equation 6. Assuming
that we desire to convert this syntax tree to CBORS, we first
ensure that it is valid according to our intersection syntax Σ̂
by testing if it satisfies V alidΣ̂ (V, Σ̂). After ensuring this, we
proceed to migrate it to the desired syntax, resulting in
hMap: [
hPair: [hTextString: ”name”i, hTextString: ”Alice”i]i, (15)
hPair: [hTextString: ”age”i, hInteger: 37i]i ]i
A JSON syntax tree V not satisfying V alidΣ̂ (V, Σ̂) would
have to refer to a number that is not an integer in the range
(−264 , 264 ). If we, on the other hand, were translating from
CBORS to JSON, an unsatisfactory CBORS syntax tree V
would have to use a P air with a node that is not a T extString

4 This is no coincidence, as CBOR was designed to be able to encode
everything expressible with JSON. For illustrative purposes, however, we do
not include enough of the CBOR specification for this to be true here.
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